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ABSTRACT
The Seiberg-Witten curves and differentials for N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theories with one hypermultiplet of mass m in the adjoint representation of the gauge al-
gebra G, are constructed for arbitrary classical or exceptional G (except G2). The curves are
obtained from the recently established Lax pairs with spectral parameter for the (twisted)
elliptic Calogero-Moser integrable systems associated with the algebra G. Curves and dif-
ferentials are shown to have the proper group theoretic and complex analytic structure,
and to behave as expected when m tends either to 0 or to ∞. By way of example, the
prepotential for G = Dn, evaluated with these techniques, is shown to agree with standard
perturbative results. A renormalization group type equation relating the prepotential to
the Calogero-Moser Hamiltonian is obtained for arbitrary G, generalizing a previous result
for G = SU(N). Duality properties and decoupling to theories with other representations
are briefly discussed.
* Research supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grants PHY-
95-31023, PHY-94-07194 and DMS-95-05399.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Substantial evidence has accumulated in support of the connection between the struc-
ture of the low energy effective action of N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions
[1] and certain integrable systems [2,3,4,5,6,7]. For reviews, see [8]. Compelling arguments
were given on general grounds that this connection should hold true [4]. In particular, the
Hitchin system [9] was proposed for N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theory with gauge algebra
SU(N) and one massive hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation of SU(N), and the
Seiberg-Witten curve and differential [4] were naturally obtained from it. A possible re-
lation between the spectral curves arising from the Hitchin system and those associated
with the elliptic Calogero-Moser systems [10,11,12] was suggested in [5] and established
for the SU(N) gauge algebra by Krichever in unpublished work.
In a recent paper [7], we showed that the Calogero-Moser integrable system indeed
captures the physics of the low energy dynamics of N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory with gauge algebra SU(N) and with one hypermultiplet of mass m in the adjoint
representation of SU(N). We checked the perturbative contributions and evaluated 1- and
2-instanton corrections with the help of a renormalization group type equation which was
also established in [7] (see also [13]). Decoupling the full hypermultiplet by letting m→∞
while keeping the vacuum expectation values of the gauge scalar fixed reproduced the
gauge theory without hypermultiplet [14]. By letting the mass m, as well as some of the
vacuum expectation values of the gauge scalar tend to∞ while tuning their differences, we
recovered the gauge theory with massive hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation
of SU(N) [15]. In special cases, it was possible to get product unitary gauge groups with
hypermultiplets in fundamental and bi-fundamental representations, of the type solved by
Witten using branes, string theory and M-theory [16].
In the present paper, we propose Seiberg-Witten curves and associated differentials
in terms of elliptic Calogero-Moser systems for N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills the-
ories with arbitrary gauge algebra G (except G2), and with one hypermultiplet of mass
m in the adjoint representation of the gauge algebra. The precise correspondence is with
the ordinary elliptic Calogero-Moser system when G is simply laced, and with the twisted
Calogero-Moser system when G is non-simply laced. The latter was introduced in a com-
panion paper [17], and both will be reviewed below. The modulus τ of the elliptic curve
Σ that underlies the Calogero-Moser systems is given in terms of the super-Yang-Mills
coupling g and theta angle θ by
τ =
θ
2pi
+
4pii
g2
. (1.1)
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In view of the ultra-violet finiteness of these theories, this coupling is well-defined. In terms
of the Lax operators L(z) and M(z) for the (twisted) elliptic Calogero-Moser system, with
spectral parameter z ∈ Σ, the curve and the differential take the form
Γ : R(k, z) = det(kI − L(z)) = 0,
dλ = kdz.
(1.2)
Until now, the construction of the Seiberg-Witten curve and differential from the
elliptic Calogero-Moser system could be carried out only for G = SU(N), (as in [7]) since
it is only for G = SU(N) that the relevant Lax pair with spectral parameter was known [11].
For G 6= SU(N), the situation was as follows. For classical Lie algebras G, Lax operators
without spectral parameter for the elliptic Calogero-Moser systems were discovered long
ago [12]. However, from the very proposal of the spectral curves in (1.2), it is clear that
Lax pairs with spectral parameter are needed. Though a Lax pair with a free parameter
was introduced by Inozemtsev [18], its dependence on this parameter appears unsuited
for Seiberg-Witten theory. For exceptional Lie algebras, no Lax pairs (with or without
spectral parameter) appear to be known at all. (See e.g. [28] for a recent discussion.)
In a first companion paper [17], we give an explicit and systematic construction of the
Lax pairs with spectral parameter for the ordinary (and twisted) elliptic Calogero-Moser
systems, associated with any simple Lie algebra G, including exceptional ones. In a second
companion paper [19], we show that under certain scaling behaviors of τ and m→∞, the
ordinary (resp. twisted) Calogero-Moser systems tend towards Toda systems associated
with the untwised affine Lie algebras G(1) (resp. dual affine Lie algebras (G(1))∨). Using
the results of [17] and of [19], we shall argue in the present paper that the spectral curves
constructed from the elliptic Calogero-Moser systems indeed generate the Seiberg-Witten
curves for super-Yang-Mills theory with one massive adjoint hypermultiplet. The crucial
requirements on the curve and differential that we shall check here are as follows.
(a) The curve R(k, z) = 0 must be invariant under the action of the Weyl group of G and
have appropriate analytic behavior;
(b) The differential dλ must be meromorphic on the curve R(k, z) = 0, with poles inde-
pendent of moduli, and residues linear in the hypermultiplet mass m.
(c) In the m = 0 limit, the curve and differential must reduce to those of the N = 4
supersymmetric gauge theory which receives no quantum corrections;
(d) In the m → ∞ limit, while keeping vacuum expectation values of the gauge scalars
fixed, and running the gauge coupling according to the renormalization group, the
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curve and differential for the super-Yang-Mills theory without hypermultiplet must
be recovered.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In §II, we present the Hamil-
tonians and Lax pairs of the ordinary and twisted Calogero-Moser systems, obtained in
[17]. In §III, we justify the Seiberg-Witten curves and differential, by checking points (a),
(b), (c), (d) and (e), discussed above, using the results of [19]. In §IV, we obtain by way
of example, the spectral curve for G = Dn in the weak coupling limit, and show that the
effective prepotential obtained in this limit agrees with the standard result from quantum
field theory. In §V, we present a number of applications. We generalize to the case of
an arbitrary Lie algebra G the renormalization group type equation established previously
for SU(N) in [7], in which the variation of the prepotential with the gauge coupling in
terms of the Calogero-Moser Hamiltonian. We discuss the duality properties for various
G. We indicate how curves for N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theories with hypermultiplets in
certain other representations of the gauge algebra G may be obtained from the adjoint
hypermultiplet case by suitable decoupling limits.
Finally, we point out that Seiberg-Witten curves have also been derived by using
string theory methods. One method is by exploiting the appearence of enhanced gauge
symmetries at certain singular compactifications. (See for example [20].) A second method
is by obtaining supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory as an effective theory on a configuration
of branes in string theory or M-theory. This approach was pioneered in [16], (see also [21])
for SU(N) gauge group (and products thereof). The extension to other classical groups
is discussed in [22]. Relations between the string theory and M-theory approaches and
integrable systems were proposed in [16,23].
II. CALOGERO-MOSER HAMILTONIANS AND LAX OPERATORS
The elliptic Calogero-Moser integrable systems associated with a finite-dimensional
simple Lie algebra G of rank n, involve n complex degrees of freedom xi and their canonical
momenta pi, i = 1, · · · , n. The Hamiltonian is defined by
H =
1
2
p · p−
∑
α∈R(G)
1
2
m2|α|℘ν(α)(α · x). (2.1)
Here, R(G) is the set of all (non-zero) roots of G, andm|α| are complex constants dependent
only on the Weyl orbit |α|. The ℘ν are Weierstrass functions defined by
℘ν(u) =
ν−1∑
l=0
℘(u+ 2ωa
l
ν
), (2.2)
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where ωa is one of the half periods ω1, ω2 or ω3 = ω1 + ω2; for definiteness, we choose ω1.
Finally, the function ν(α) enters as follows.
(1) The ordinary Calogero-Moser system is defined by ν(α) = 1 for all roots of G.
(2) The twisted Calogero-Moser system is defined for non-simply laced G by
ν(α) = 1 for all long roots of G;
ν(α) = 2 for all short roots of Bn, Cn and F4;
ν(α) = 3 for all short roots of G2.
(3) For simply laced G, the twisted and ordinary Calogero-Moser systems coincide.
The elliptic Calogero-Moser Hamiltonians are completely integrable in the sense that
there exists a Lax pair of N×N dimensional matrix valued functions of x and p, denoted by
L and M , such that the Hamilton-Jacobi equations of the elliptic Calogero-Moser system
on x and p are equivalent to the Lax equation, given by
L˙ = [L,M ]. (2.3)
Integrability follows from the existence of the Lax equation, since the latter automatically
guarantees that the quantities trLγ+1 are conserved integrals of motion for γ = 0, · · · ,∞.
In fact, in [17] a stronger result was shown to hold. There exists a pair of Lax operators
L(z) andM(z) which depend upon a spectral parameter z, and which are such that the Lax
equation (2.3) is equivalent to the elliptic Calogero-Moser Hamiltonian-Jacobi equations
for arbitrary value of z. The Lax operators are not unique since the Lax equation is
invariant under the following gauge transformations by an arbitrary N ×N matrix-valued
function S of x, p and z,
L→ LS = SLS−1
M →MS = SMS−1 − S˙S−1.
(2.4)
In particular, the action of the Weyl groupWG of G on the operators L andM is realized in
terms of such a transformation. As a result, the spectral curve, defined in (1.1) is invariant
under the Weyl group WG and under time evolution.
We shall now summarize the final expressions for the Lax operator L(z) obtained in
[17].* The form of the operator M(z) will not be needed for our purposes, since it does
not enter into the form of the curve or of the differential in (1.1). We choose a Cartan
subalgebra HG of G, with generators hj , j = 1, · · · , n, conveniently assembled into a vector
of generators, denoted by h. The Lie algebra G is embedded into GL(N,C) by via an
* Some key facts about Lie algebra theory are collected in the Appendix §A of [17];
useful general sources are in [24].
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N -dimensional representation Λ with weight vectors λI , I = 1, · · · , N . We denote the
generators of GL(N,C) by EIJ with I, J = 1, · · · , N . The general form of L(z) for both
ordinary and twisted Calogero-Moser systems is then given by
L(z) = p · h+
N∑
I,J=1;I 6=J
CI,JΦIJ
(
(λI − λJ ) · x, z
)
EIJ . (2.5)
We shall establish in §III below that the systems relevant to super-Yang-Mills dynamics
for gauge algebra G are the ordinary (resp. twisted) Calogero-Moser system for simply
laced G (resp. non-simply laced G). We list the entries CI,J and ΦIJ separately for each
case.
(a) Simply Laced G : Ordinary Calogero-Moser Systems
The elliptic functions ΦIJ are independent of I and J and given by [17], (see also [11])
ΦIJ (u, z) = Φ(u, z) ≡ σ(z − u)
σ(z)σ(u)
euζ(z), (2.6)
where σ(u) and ζ(u) are the standard Weierstrass functions* satisfying σ(u) = u+O(u5),
ζ(u) = σ′(u)/σ(u) and ζ ′(u) = −℘(u). To define the constants CI,J , we fix the represen-
tations of G to those of smallest (non-trivial) dimension. For G = An, Dn, E6, E7 we have
respectively N = n+1, 2n, 27, 56. Each of these representations only has non-zero weights
λ, which belong to a single orbit of the Weyl group WG . It is very convenient to replace
the labels I and J in (2.5) by the N weight vectors of the representation. The precise
mapping between the labels I and λ is immaterial, since they will be permuted under the
action of the Weyl group. We have for G = An, Dn, E6, E7 the following expressions [DP]
CI,J = Cλ,µ =
{
m λ− µ ∈ R(G)
0 λ− µ ∈/ R(G). (2.7)
For G = E8, we have N = 248. This representation contains 240 non-zero weights λ (which
are roots) and 8 zero weights. It is convenient to replace the 248 labels I and J by the
240 nonzero weights λ and µ and by a, b = 1, · · · , 8 which label the zero weights. We have
then for G = E8
Ca,b = 0 a, b = 1, · · · , 8
Cλ,µ =
{
mc(λ, µ) λ− µ ∈ R(E8)
0 λ− µ ∈/ R(E8)
Cλ,a =
1
2
m
8∑
b=1
c(λ, βb)Oβb,a.
(2.8)
* A useful source for information on elliptic functions is [25].
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Here, βb, b = 1, · · · , 8 is a choice of 8 (which is the maximum number) mutually orthogonal
roots of E8, corresponding to the maximal subalgebra [A1]
×8 of E8. The 8 × 8 matrix
Oβb,a is an arbitrary orthogonal matrix. The functions c(λ, µ) take values ±1 only, and
are defined by a set of equations discussed in [17].
(b) Non-Simply Laced G : Twisted Calogero-Moser Systems
To define the functions ΦIJ and the constants CI,J , we fix the representations to
be of smallest dimension. For non-simply laced G = Bn, Cn, F4, we have respectively
N = 2n, 2n+ 2, 24. For G = G2, only partial results on the existence of a Lax pair could
be obtained in [17]; as a result, we shall refrain from discussing this case here. Several
different functions now enter into (2.5),
Bn ΦIJ (x, z) =
{
Φ(x, z) I − J 6= 0,±n
Φ2( 12x, z) I − J = ±n
Cn ΦIJ (x, z) = Φ(x+ ωIJ , z)
F4 Φλµ(x, z) =


Φ(x, z) λ · µ = 0
Φ1(x, z) λ · µ = 12
Φ2( 12x, z) λ · µ = −1
(2.9)
The new functions are defined in terms of the fundamental function Φ(x, z) of (2.6) by the
following relations. For more details, see [17].
Φ1(x, z) = Φ(x, z)− Φ(x+ ω1, z)epiiζ(z)+zζ(ω1)
Φ2(x, z) = Φ(x, z)Φ(x+ ω1, z)Φ(ω1, z)
−1.
(2.10)
The constants CI,J are given by
Bn CIJ (x, z) =
{
m I − J 6= 0,±n√
2m1 I − J = ±n (2.11a)
Cn CIJ =


m I, J = 1, · · · , 2n; I − J 6= ±n√
2m I = 1, · · · , 2n, J = 2n+ 1, 2n+ 2; I ↔ J
2m I = 2n+ 1, J = 2n+ 2; I ↔ J
(2.11b)
F4 Cλµ =


m λ · µ = 0
0 λ · µ = − 1
2
1√
2
m1 λ · µ = 12√
2m1 λ · µ = −1
(2.11c)
The cocycle shifts ωIJ are given by
ωIJ =


+ω2 I = 1, · · · , 2n+ 1; J = 2n+ 2,
−ω2 J = 1, · · · , 2n+ 1; I = 2n+ 2,
0 otherwise.
(2.12)
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We note here that the twisted Calogero-Moser systems for Bn and F4 involve two inde-
pendent Calogero-Moser couplings m and m1. We shall discuss their physical significance
at the end of §III. (b).
III. CURVES, DIFFERENTIALS FROM CALOGERO-MOSER
Given the Lax operators for the ordinary Calogero-Moser systems associated with
simply laced Lie algebras G, and of the twisted Calogero-Moser systems associated with
non-simply laced Lie algebras G, our proposal for the Seiberg-Witten curves Γ and differ-
entials is
Γ : R(k, z) = det(kI − L(z)) = 0
dλ = kdz.
(3.1)
The quantum order parameters ai, their dual aDi, i = 1, · · · , n and the prepotential F are
then defined by
ai =
1
2pii
∮
Ai
dλ, aDi =
1
2pii
∮
Bi
dλ,
∂F
∂ai
= aDi. (3.2)
Here, the cycles Ai and Bi, i = 1, · · · , n are constructed below. We shall now carry out
the consistency checks, discussed in the introduction.
(a) Analytic behavior, Weyl Invariance, Counting Moduli
• The function R(k, z) = det(kI − L(z)) is polynomial is k and meromorphic as a
function of z, despite the fact that the entries LIJ (z) of the matrix L(z) themselves have
essential singularities, as can be seen from the very definition of Φ in (2.6). In fact, the
expression for L(z) in (2.5) shows that conjugation of L(z) by the diagonal matrix S with
components
SIJ (z) = δIJe
λI ·x ζ(z) (3.3)
leads to an operator LS(z), defined by (2.4) with meromorphic entries. For simply laced
G, this follows from the fact that only Φ enters (see (2.6)), and from the fact that under
the transformation (3.3), p is unchanged and the function Φ(u, z) is effectively replaced by
the meromorphic function
Φ˜(u, z) =
σ(z − u)
σ(z)σ(u)
. (3.4)
For non-simply laced G, it follows from their definition in (2.10) that the functions Φ1(u, z),
Φ2(u, z) have the same essential singularity as Φ(u, z) itself. Thus, the argument presented
for simply laced G then also holds for non-simply laced G.
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• The Weyl group WG is generated by Weyl reflections Wα, α ∈ R(G), which act on
x, and p in the standard way
x→Wα(x) = x− 2α x · α
α2
, p→Wα(p). (3.5)
The action of Wα preserves the inner product, Wα(x) · Wα(y) = x · y. Thus, a Weyl
reflection on x and p in L(z) may be recast in terms of the action of the Weyl reflection
on the weights λI and on the Cartan generators h. This action is given by
Wα(λI) =
N∑
J=1
(Sα)IJλJ
Wα(h) = SαhS
−1
α
Wα(L(z)) = SαL(z)S
−1
α ,
(3.6)
where Sα is a permutation matrix with entries (Sα)IJ defined by the first line in (3.6).
Thus, the action of the Weyl group on L(z) is simply by conjugation, and the spectral
curve (3.1) is invariant under WG .
• The curves R(k, z) = 0 are expected to depend upon precisely n complex moduli,
which are the independent integrals of motion of the Calogero-Moser system. Let us briefly
explain why. Each Lax operator L(z) depends upon all of the 2n degrees of freedom xi and
pj , i, j = 1, · · · , n, with a non-degenerate Poisson bracket {xi, pj} = δij . The quantities
trL(z)γ+1 are all integrals of motion for γ = 0, · · · ,∞. On general grounds, at most n of
these can be functionally independent. By taking the m → 0 limit, one establishes that
precisely n values of γ = γi, i = 1, · · · , n yield functionally independent integrals of motion,
with the γi corresponding to the exponents of the Lie algebra G, as given in [1], Appendix
A, Table 4. By continuity in m, these integrals of motion are also expected to be mutually
independent for m 6= 0. Thus, we have precisely n functionally independent integrals of
motion for all m.
Using the fact that time evolution acts by conjugation on L(z), we immediately derive
from (3.1) that the function R(k, z) is conserved under time evolution,
d
dt
R(k, z) = {H,R(k, z)} = 0. (3.7)
Thus, R(k, z) must be a function of only the n independent integrals of motion trL(z)γi+1,
which in super-Yang-Mills theory play the role of moduli, parametrizing the supersym-
metric vacua of the gauge theory. In the case of the elliptic Calogero-Moser system for
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G = SU(n + 1), this result was further confirmed in [7], where the explicit dependence
upon the n integrals of motion was exhibited explicitly, as will be discussed also in §IV
below.
(b) Meromorphicity of dλ, pole structure
• Meromorphicity of the Seiberg-Witten differential dλ = kdz is readily established,
once it is realized that the spectral curve may be expressed as R(k, z) = det(kI − LS(z)),
where S was defined in (3.3) and the entries of LS(z) are meromorphic functions of z.
• A simple pole in z arises in LS(z) when z = 0, or more generally when z approaches
zP = 2ω1n1/ν+2ω2n2, for n1, n2 ∈ Z. The behavior at these poles is readily read off from
the behavior of LS(z), which may be derived from the structure of L(z) in (2.5) and from
(3.3). We find
LS(z) = − CI,J
z − zP + regular terms. (3.8)
From the explicit expressions given in (2.8), (2.9) and (2.11) for the constants CI,J , it is
clear that
(i) the position and the residues of the poles are independent of the moduli,
(ii) the residues of the poles are linear in the hypermultiplet mass m.
This shows that the residues of k are linear functions of m. Note however that it is
more difficult to determine their exact values for general G than it was for the SU(N) case,
when they were all −m, except for the last coefficient which is (N − 1)m.
There is one further important issue concerning the mass of the adjoint hypermultiplet
that still needs to be addressed. The Calogero-Moser systems for simply laced G, as well the
twisted Calogero-Moser system for G = Cn involve only a single Calogero-Moser coupling
m, as in (2.7), (2.8) and (2.11b), and this parameter is identified with the mass of the
hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation of G since it arises as a residue of a pole of
the Seiberg-Witten differential by(3.8). Remarkably, the twisted Calogero-Moser systems
for Bn and F4, (and as far as we know also G2) involve two Calogero-Moser couplings m
and m1.
Let us begin by discussing the case of G = Bn. From considering the subset of roots
of Bn associated with the subalgebra Dn, it follows immediately that the coupling m in
(2.11a) is exactly the mass of the adjoint hypermultiplet. Understanding the role of m1
is slightly more delicate. At the level of the integrable system, this coupling is a` priori
unrelated to m. At the level of Seiberg-Witten theory however, there can be only a single
mass parameter for the adjoint hypermultiplet, since the latter transforms under a single
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irreducible representation of the gauge algebra G. Given that the residue of the pole at
the half period z = ω1 is linear in CI,J , in view of (3.8), and takes the value m1, we
see that by the general arguments of Seiberg-Witten theory, m1 must be linear in m,
the hypermultiplet mass. The precise coefficient does not appear to be determined from
Calogero-Moser dynamics.
The ratio m1/m may be fixed by comparing for example the one loop contribution
to the prepotential, obtained from standard field theory methods, with the result derived
from the Calogero-Moser approach. It is likely that the special value selected this way by
Seiberg-Witten theory corresponds to a point of enhanced symmetry at the level of the
classical Calogero-Moser system. At present, we do not know what that symmetry might
be, and leave this issue open for further investigation.
(c) Structure of Homology Cycles
Here, we specify a set of homology cycles Ai and Bi, i = 1, · · · , n, for the spectral
curve Γ, (where n is the rank of G), to be used in the evaluation of the quantum order
parameters and effective prepotential in (3.2).
Let A and B be a canonical basis of homology cycles on the base elliptic curve Σ,
and let A be the cycle which shrinks to a point when τ → +i∞. The spectral curve Γ
is obtained by gluing along certain cuts N copies of Σ. In the limit m → 0, L(z) = p · h
admits N constant eigenvalues of which n are linearly independent. Select the n copies of
Σ corresponding to such a maximal set of linearly independent eigenvalues. The desired
Ai and Bi cycles, i = 1, · · · , n are obtained by lifting to these sheets the A and B cycles
of the base torus Σ.
This prescription has been shown to reproduce the correct prepotential in the case
of SU(N) in [7]. We shall show below, explicitly, that it is also appropriate for Dn. See
also [3] for a prescription of Prym varieties when the spectral curve arises from a group
theoretic gluing of several copies of the sphere.
(d) The limit m→0 to N = 4 super-Yang-Mills
In the m → 0 limit, the effective prepotential of the Calogero-Moser system should
reproduce the classical metric ds2 = (Im τ)
∑r
i=1 daida¯i on the space of vacua. This metric
is known to receive no quantum corrections, since the m = 0 limit is the N = 4 theory.
In the original work of Donagi-Witten [4] for the SU(N) case, the verification of this
requirement was carried out via a Hitchin system. In terms of Calogero-Moser systems,
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the verification is even simpler. Indeed, as we saw in (c) above, at m = 0, the Lax
operator L(z) reduces to L(z) = p · h for all z ∈ Σ, so that the spectral curve Γ, given by
det(kI −L(z)) = 0, reduces to N unglued copies of Σ, indexed by the constant eigenvalues
of L(z) = p · h. Of these only n are linearly independent, say k1, · · · , kn. The Ai and Bi
cycles, i = 1, · · · , n, are the lifts to the corresponding sheets of the A and B cycles on Σ.
Thus, both the order parameters ai and their duals aDi may be evaluated in the m → 0
limit and we find
ai =
1
2pii
∮
Ai
dλ =
1
2pii
∮
A
dz =
2ω1
2pii
ki
aDi =
1
2pii
∮
Bi
dλ =
1
2pii
∮
B
dz =
2ω1
2pii
τki
(3.9)
The prepotential F , also defined in (3.2) is then easily read off in the m→ 0 limit and we
have
F = τ
2
r∑
i=1
a2i . (3.10)
As a result, Im ∂ai∂ajF = Imτδij correctly reproduces the classical metric.
(e) The limit m→∞ to the theory without hypermultiplets
All the requirements analyzed above would be fulfilled by the ordinary as well as by
the twisted Calogero-Moser systems associated with the gauge algebra G. Thus, the final
requirement on the behavior of the system as m→∞ is crucial in distinguishing between
these two possibilities, at least in the case of non-simply laced G where the twisted system
differs from the ordinary one.
As m → ∞, standard renormalization group (and R-symmetry) arguments dictate
the dependence of the gauge coupling g and the angle θ of (1.1) on the mass m, in terms
of a renormalization scale M , which is kept fixed in the limit,
τ =
i
2pi
h∨G ln
m2
M2
. (3.11)
Here, h∨G is the dual Coxeter number of the gauge algebra G, which coincides with the
quadratic Casimir of the algebra G. Physically, when m → ∞ while τ obeys (3.11),
the N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theory with gauge algebra G and one hypermultiplet in the
adjoint representation of G converges to the N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theory without hy-
permultiplets. In order to describe the N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theory with one adjoint
hypermultiplet, the associated Calogero-Moser system
(1) must converge to a finite limit,
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(2) which must give an integrable system for the theory without hypermultiplets.
In a companion paper [19], we have systematically analyzed the limits of the ordinary
and twisted Calogero-Moser systems according to general scaling behavior of the form
m =Mepiiδτ . (3.12)
(The variable x is shifted as well, but p is kept fixed upon taking the limit; we shall not
need the precise form of this behavior here.) The results from [19] relevant to this analysis
are as follows.
(i) The ordinary Calogero-Moser system has a finite limit for all 0 < δ ≤ 1/hG , and
diverges when δ > 1/hG . At the critical scaling with δ = 1/hG , the Calogero-Moser
Hamiltonian and Lax pair tend to those of the (affine) Toda system associated with
the untwisted affine Lie algebra G(1).
(ii) The twisted Calogero-Moser system has a finite limit for all 0 < δ ≤ 1/h∨G , and
diverges for δ > 1/h∨G . At the critical scaling with δ = 1/h
∨
G , the Calogero-Moser
Hamiltonian and Lax pair tend to those of the (affine) Toda system with the dual
algebra (G(1))∨.
Now, the scaling (3.12) of the Calogero-Moser systems agrees with that required by
the renormalization group when
δ =
1
h∨G
. (3.13)
By comparing the scalings of (i) and (ii) above and the value of (3.13), we find the following
requirements on the scaling behavior.
For simply laced G, h∨G = hG and the twisted and ordinary Calogero-Moser systems
coincide. From (i), the limit is finite, confirming (1) above. Furthermore, the limit is
the Toda system for G(1), thus reproducing the result of [3], as required by (2). This
confirms that for simply laced G, the ordinary Calogero-Moser system indeed passes the
last consistency test of (d).
For non-simply laced G, it is always true that hG > h∨G . If δ is given by (3.13), as
required by the renormalization group arguments of (3.11), then the ordinary Calogero-
Moser system will diverge as the limit m → ∞ is taken according to (3.12), violating
the requirement (1) above. On the other hand, when δ is given by (3.13), the twisted
Calogero-Moser system converges to the (affine) Toda system for the affine Lie algebra
(G(1))∨. Thus, requirement (1) above is satisfied and the limit reproduces the result of [3],
as required by (2). This confirms that for non-simply laced G, the twisted Calogero-Moser
system passes the last consistency test of (d).
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IV. CURVES FOR LOW RANK; WEAK COUPLING Dn
In our treatment [7] of the case G = SU(N), we succeeded in reformulating equation
(3.1) for the Seiberg-Witten curve in terms of a very simple expression involving the Jacobi
theta function ϑ1,
ϑ1
( 1
2pii
(z −m ∂
∂k
)|τ)H(k) = 0. (4.1)
Here, H(k) stands for a polynomial of degree N , whose overall normalization may be fixed
to be H(k) = kN +O(kN−2). We may re-express H(k) = det(kI − k¯ · h), where h are the
Cartan generators of G and the N−1 free parameters k¯i play the role of the classical order
parameters of the super-Yang-Mills theory. (The variable k in (4.1) actually differs from
that used in (3.1) via a shift by a function that depends upon z and τ but is independent
of the moduli, and is thus irrelevant for our considerations.)
In the case of general gauge algebra G, we expect the Seiberg-Witten curves of (3.1) to
admit simplified expressions analogous to those for the SU(N) case given in (4.1), where
the role ofH(k) is played by det(kI−k¯·h). We plan to address this problem in a subsequent
publication.
We now present a considerable simplification in the evaluation of the spectral curve
Γ of (3.1), by making a judicious choice of classical order parameters. At m = 0, the
curve Γ is given exactly by det(kI − p · h) = 0, which depends only upon k and the n
independent Casimir invariants u0i . The u
0
i are polynomials in p, homogeneous of degree
γi + 1, where the exponents γi are given in [17], Appendix §A, Table 4. At m 6= 0, the
curve Γ depends upon both pi and xi. However, the fact that the spectral curve is built on
an integrable system guarantees that Γ depends on p and x only through n combinations
ui = ui(m), which are polynomial in m and satisfy ui(0) = u
0
i . Thus, ui(m) may be
viewed as the deformation of u0i away from m = 0, and may be identified by the leading
p behavior. Thus, to compute Γ in terms of the Casimirs ui(m), it suffices to carry out
the calculation of the determinant for any arbitrary convenient choice of the variables xi,
since the p-dependence alone will allow for the identification of the Casimirs ui(m). One
very convenient choice for x is in terms of the level vector ρ∨ of the Lie algebra G, and the
associated level function l(α)
x = ξρ∨, α · x = ξ l(α). (4.2)
Here, the parameter ξ is arbitrary. Direct calculations of the curves Γ are still cumbersome
for large rank and for exceptional algebras. An indirect method in which the trigonometric
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limit (i.e. zero gauge coupling) is evaluated first allows for further simplifications, as will
be explained in (c) below.
(a) Curves for Low Rank Classical G
For low rank classical groups, we have the following explicit forms of the spectral
curves. For G = B2 = C2, the curve reads
0 = k4 − 2k2(u2 − 2m2℘(z)−m21℘2(z)) + 4m1m2k℘′(z) +m41℘2(z)2
−m21m2℘(z)2 + 2m21u2℘2(z) + 4m21m2℘2(z)℘(ω1) + u4.
(4.3)
Here, u2 and u4 are two independent classical order parameters, and ℘2 is the twisted
Weierstrass function, defined in (2.2). Notice that it may be expressed in terms of ℘ alone
via the relation
℘2(z) = ℘(z) +
(℘(ω1)− ℘(ω2)(℘(ω1)− ℘(ω3)
℘(z) − ℘(ω1) . (4.4)
A discussion of the interpretation of the mass parameter m1 was given at the end of §III
(b).
For G = Dn, the curves are
0 =
n∑
j=0
Q2j(k)u2n−2j, (4.5)
where u2n−2j are the Casimir invariants with u0 = 1. The functions Q2j(k) are polynomials
in k of degree 2j. To order j ≤ 5, we have
Q0 = 1
Q2 = k
2
Q4 = k
4 − 4k2m2℘
Q6 = k
6 − 12k4m2℘− 8k3m3℘′
Q8 = k
8 − 24k6m2℘− 32k5m3℘′ − 48k4m4℘2 + 64g2k2m6℘
Q10 = k
10 − 40k8m2℘− 80k7m3℘′ − 240k6m4℘2 − 64k5m5℘℘′
+ 704g2k
4m6℘+ 512g2k
3m7℘′ − 768k2m8g3℘,
(4.6)
where we have used the abbreviations ℘ = ℘(z), ℘′ = ℘′(z) and where g2 and g3 stand for
the modular forms of degrees 4 and 6 respectively, normalized by the equation ℘′2 = 4℘3−
g2℘−g3. The combination of (4.5) and (4.6) yields the Dn curves for n = 2, 3, 4, 5. It would
not be easy to establish these low order curves by direct calculation of the determinants
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in (1.2), even using the simplifications explained in the preceding paragraph. Instead,
indirect methods, developed in (c) below, were used to derive (4.5) and (4.6). We expect
that a more general method can be found, analogous to the one used for G = SU(N) to
derive (4.1), from which (4.6) may be obtained for general Dn.
(b) Trigonometric Calogero-Moser and Perturbative Limit : Dn Example
The perturbative limit of gauge theory corresponds to g → 0 in (1.1), which implies
that τ → +i∞ and q → 0. One further confirmation that we have indeed uncovered
the correct curves for general Lie algebras G is that the correct perturbative limit for the
prepotential will be reproduced by these curves. For the sake of brevity, we discuss only
the case G = Dn here.
At the level of the elliptic Calogero-Moser system, the perturbative limit produces the
trigonometric Calogero-Moser system in which
℘(z) → 1
Z2
− 1
6
=
1
4
1
sinh2 z
2
+
1
12
Φ(x, z) → 1
2
coth
1
2
x− 1
Z
1
Z
=
1
2
coth
1
2
z.
(4.7)
Here, we have introduced a natural variable Z which will prove to be convenient shortly.
The curves in the trigonometric limit may be evaluated completely explicitly for G = Dn,
and from this information, the low order curves of (4.5) and (4.6) may be inferred. We
begin by deriving the curves in this limit. We make use of the additional simplification by
choosing x as in (4.3) and letting ξ be real and ξ → +∞. The function Φ(α · x, z) which
enters the Lax operator L(z) has a particularly simple form in this limit, given by
Φ(α · x, z)→ − 1
Z
+


+12 α > 0
−12 α < 0.
(4.8)
Introducing the n× n matrices µ± by
µ+ij =
{
1 i < j
0 i ≥ j µ
−
ij =
{
1 i > j
0 i ≤ j, (4.9)
the matrix µ = µ+ + µ−, and P = diag(p1, · · · , pn), the equation (1.2) for the curve
becomes R(k, z) = 0 with
R(k, z) = det

 kI − P +
m
Z
µ− m2 (µ+ − µ−) (mZ − m2 )µ
(m
Z
+ m2 )µ kI + P +
m
Z
µ+ m2 (µ
+ − µ−)

 . (4.10)
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By taking suitable linear combinations of rows and columns, one easily shows that the
evaluation of the above determinant can be reduced to the evaluation of a determinant of
an n× n matrix, given as follows
R(k, z) = det
[
(kI + P −mµ−)(kI − P −mµ+) + k(m+ 2m
Z
)µ
]
. (4.11)
The determinants of the factors kI ±P −mµ∓ in the first term in the brackets are easy to
compute since each factor is a triangular matrix. However, the second term in the brackets
would seem to spoil this advantage. Actually, by rearranging the expansion of both terms
in the bracket, the determinant can be expressed as follows
R(k, z) = det
[
(AI + P −mµ−)(AI − P −mµ+) + (mA+ 2km
Z
)(µ+ I)
]
, (4.12)
where the new variable A is defined by a quadratic relation in terms of k and Z,
0 = A2 +mA + 2k
m
Z
− k2. (4.13)
The definition is chosen in such a way that a matrix of rank 1 appears in the second term
in the bracket in (4.12). (This remarkable relation is the analogue for Dn of a linear change
of variables made for the case of An in (3.5) of [7]; in both cases, this change of variables
is the key relation that allows for a completely explicit solution.) Any symmetric matrix
of rank 1, such as I +µ may be written in terms of a column vector u as I +µ = uuT . We
use this fact and the following fundamental relation
det[M + uuT ] = detM(1 + uTM−1u), (4.14)
where M is any invertible matrix and u is any column vector, to complete the evaluation
of the determinant of (4.12). We find
R(k, z) =
n∏
j=1
(A2 − p2j ) + (mA+ 2
m
Z
)
n∑
j=1
j−1∏
i=1
(
(A+m)2 − p2i
) n∏
i=j+1
(A2 − p2i ). (4.15)
Further algebraic manipulations permit us to recast the final result in the following form,
R(k, z) =
m2 +mA − 2km
Z
m2 + 2mA
H(A) +
mA+ 2km
Z
m2 + 2mA
H(A+m) (4.16a)
H(A) =
n∏
j=1
(A2 − p2j ) =
n∑
j=0
(−1)n−jA2ju2n−2j (4.16b)
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Here, we have identified the invariant polynomials in pj with the integral invariants of the
system u2n−2j , which are also the classical order parameters, as discussed in (b). The
curve Γ given by R(k, z) = 0, in the trigonometric limit, is now simply expressed in the
variables A and Z by
(m2 +mA − 2km
Z
)H(A) + (mA+ 2k
m
Z
)H(A+m) = 0. (4.17)
This equation is remarkably close to the equation found within the same approximation
for An in (4.5) of [7] with q = 0.
(c) Inferring Elliptic from Trigonometric Curves for Dn
Given a spectral curve Γ for the elliptic Calogero-Moser system (say for G = Dn),
the limit q → 0 will produce the curves of the trigonometric Calogero-Moser system (up
to redefinitions of the classical order parameters, which is physically irrelevant). By iden-
tifying the limit with the corresponding curve of (4.16), we can learn a great deal about
the elliptic case. What will be missed are quantities that are proportional to variables
that vanish in this limit. Clearly, pj , ℘, g2 and g3 all have non-zero limits. However, the
discriminant ∆ of the underlying elliptic curve tends to zero,
∆ = g32 − 27g23 → 0, (4.18)
since g2 → 1/12 and g3 → −1/216. Thus, the form of the curves in the trigonometric case
determines the form of the curves in the elliptic case, up to functions that vanish with ∆.
Since ∆ enters polynomially in R(k, z), and the scaling degree of ∆ is 12, curves will be
uniquely determined by their trigonometric limits when n ≤ 5.
To work out the trigonometric curves from (4.16) we proceed as follows. The combi-
nation A is somewhat inconvenient, since it is not rational in k. Using (4.16a), we may
however obtain a recursion relation for the coefficients P2j of the expansion
R(k, z) =
n∑
j=0
(−1)n−jP2ju2n−2j (4.19)
in terms of classical order papameters u2n−2j which is manifestly polynomial in k. The
result is
0 = P2(j+1) − (2k2 +m2 − 4km
Z
)P2j + k
2(k − 2m
Z
)2P2(j−1), (4.20a)
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with the initial conditions P0 = 1, P2 = k
2. The lowest non-trivial orders are then
P4 = k
4 − 4k2m
2
Z2
+m2k2
P6 = k
6 − 12k4m
2
Z2
+ 16k3
m3
Z3
− 4k3m
3
Z
− 4k2m
4
Z2
+ 3k4m2 + k2m4
P8 = k
8 − 24k6m
2
Z2
+ 6k6m2 + 64k5
m3
Z3
− 16k5m
3
Z
− 48k4m
4
Z4
− 8k4m
4
Z2
+ 5k4m4 + 32k3
m5
Z3
− 8k3m
5
Z
− 4k2m
6
Z2
+ k2m6.
(4.20b)
and
P10 = k
10 − 40k8m
2
Z2
+ 160k7
m3
Z3
− 240k6m
4
Z4
+ 128k5
m5
Z5
+m2[10k8 − 40k7m
Z
+ 160k5
m3
Z3
− 160k4m
4
Z4
]
+m4[15k6 − 48k5m
Z
+ 12k4
m2
Z2
+ 48k3
m3
Z3
]
+m6[7k4 − 12k3m
Z
− 4k2m
2
Z2
] +m8k2.
(4.20c)
Now using the limit of ℘ and its derivative, as in (4.7), we may uniquely identify which
functional dependence in ℘ gave rise to each of the terms in (4.20). Doing so, (and allowing
for redefinitions of the classical order parameters u2n−2j), we find the results of (4.5) and
(4.6), with Q2j → P2j .
(d) Agreement with Perturbation Theory : Dn Example
Since we now possess the Calogero-Moser curve for G = Dn in the trigonometric
limit, we should be able to compute the contribution to the effective prepotential of the
Dn theory with a massive adjoint hypermultiplet to perturbative order. To do so, it is
convenient to make use of the form (4.16a) of the curve : R(k, z) = 0 implies the following
expression for the curve
eu =
H(A+m)
H(A)
, (4.21)
where we define the complex variable u by
eu ≡ (k + A+m)(k −A−m)
(k +A)(k −A) . (4.22)
Recall that A was defined in (4.13) as a function of k and Z. To evaluate the prepotential,
we need the Seiberg-Witten differential dλ = kdz in terms of the new variable A. This
is achieved by first changing variables from (k, z) to (A, u), using (4.13) and (4.22), i.e.
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without using the curve equation R(k, z) = 0. First, we obtain z as a function of Z, by
inverting the last line in (4.7), and then use (4.13) to express Z as a function of A and k,
ez =
+1 + 2
Z
−1 + 2
Z
=
(k − A)(k + A+m)
(k + A)(k − A−m) . (4.23)
Finally, k may be expressed in terms of A and u using (4.22). Now, it is easy to work out
dλ = kdz,
dλ = { k
k − A −
k
k − A−m}(dk − dA) + {
k
k + A+m
− k
k + A
}(dk + dA)
= { A
k − A −
A+m
k − A−m}(dk − dA)− {
A+m
k + A+m
− A
k + A
}(dk + dA),
(4.24)
which is readily re-expressed in terms of A and u,
dλ = −Adu−md log(k2 − (A+m)2). (4.25)
The last term in (4.25), integrated around any closed curve, as is always the case in
Seiberg-Witten theory, gives rise to moduli independent contributions only and is physi-
cally irrelevant. Remarkably, the curve (4.21) and the Seiberg-Witten differential (4.25)
in terms of the variables A and u are identical to the ones for G = SU(N) in terms of the
variables k and z. (See [7], eq. (4.13).) Thus, the calculation of the effective prepotential
for Dn to perturbative order follows directly from the our calculation for SU(N). We find
Fpert = − 1
8pii
∑
α∈R(Dn)
{(α · a)2 log(α · a)2 − (α · a+m)2 log(α · a+m)2}, (4.26)
which agrees with the standard perturbation theory result for the effective prepotential of
a theory with an adjoint hypermultiplet with mass m.
V. FURTHER RESULTS AND ISSUES
(a) The Effective Prepotential Equation
In the analysis of the N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theory with hypermultiplets in the
fundamental representation of (classical) gauge algebras [13] or in that of the theory with
one hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation of the SU(N) gauge algebra [7] power-
ful renormalization group type equation were obtained for the prepotential. We propose
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that the same relation should hold between the prepotential of the gauge theory and the
Hamiltonian of the integrable system,
ai =
1
2pii
∮
Ai
dz k (5.1a)
∂F
∂τ
= H =
1
4pii
∮
A
dz trL2. (5.1b)
Here, H is the (twisted) elliptic Calogero-Moser Hamiltonian of (2.1). H may be expressed
solely in terms of the quantum order parameters ai and the modulus τ , by inverting the
relation (5.1a) to obtain ai as a function of the classical order parameters and τ .
(f) Duality Properties
We consider transformations of the (half) periods ω1 and ω2 of the following form
(
ω2
ω1
)
→
(
ω′2
ω′1
)
=
(
a b
c d
)(
ω2
ω1
)
a, b, c, d ∈ Z, (5.2)
with δ = ad − bc 6= 0. When δ = 1, these transformations form the modular group, or
a subgroup thereof. For δ = 2 these are the Landen or Gauss transformations familiar
from the theory of elliptic functions, and associated with mapping the period lattice into a
lattice where one of the periods is reduced to half, while the other is left intact [25]. As we
have defined it here, the spectral parameter z is unchanged under modular transformations.
The Weierstrass functions σ(z), ζ(z) and ℘(z), and thus the function Φ(x, z) are similarly
seen to be invariant.
We immediately conclude that the curves R(k, z) = 0 for simply laced G are modular
invariant. Physically, for these gauge algebras, the super-Yang-Mills theories are thus self-
dual, namely they are invariant under the interchange of weak and strong gauge coupling τ ,
defined in (1.1), under the modular transformation S by τ → −1/τ . As such, these N =
2 super-Yang-Mills theories provide explicit realizations of the Montonen-Olive duality
conjecture [26], just as the massless N = 4 theory does. (See also [1], [4] and [27].)
For non-simply laced G, functions other than σ(z), ζ(z) and ℘(z) are involved in
the expressions for the curves R(k, z) = 0. Specifically, non-simply laced G corresponds
to twisted elliptic Calogero-Moser systems in which the short roots are twisted with a
preferred half period ωa, a = 1, 2, 3, taken to be ω1 here. (resp. third period in the case
of G = G2) Having singled out a preferred half (resp. third) period, the full modular
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invariance is broken to a subgroup which leaves the preferred half (resp. third) period
invariant. Defining the congruence subgroups in the usual manner,
Γ0(ν) =
{(
a b
c d
)
; ad− bc = 1, c ≡ 0 (mod ν)
}
, (5.3)
we see that the remaining subgroup of the modular group is Γ0(2) for G = Bn, Cn, F4 and
Γ0(3) for G = G2.
In [17], it was shown that under one of the Landen or Gauss transformations [25]
with δ = 2, the elliptic Calogero-Moser Hamiltonian for G = Bn, Cn, F4 are mapped into
Calogero-Moser Hamiltonians for the dual algebras G∨ = Cn, Bn, F4, and that for δ = 3,
G2 is mapped into itself. We have not been able to show anything analogous for the
Lax operators or for the spectral curves. We do not know at present what the precise
role of these transformations with δ 6= 1 is. The mapping between the Calogero-Moser
Hamiltonians leads us to speculate that there may exist an underlying such symmetry of
the spectral curve and perhaps of the gauge theory as well.
(c) Decoupling to smaller representations
Decoupling of all or part of the adjoint hypermultiplet by tuning the vacuum expecta-
tion values of the gauge scalar and of the hypermultiplet mass was used in [7] as a powerful
tool to obtain N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories with different gauge groups and
with hypermultiplets in different representations of the gauge group. In these decouplings,
we showed that only the most asympotically free part of the gauge group will survive in
the decoupling limit (i.e. at energies low compared to the decoupling scale). In particular,
any U(1) factors that may arise in the group theoretic decomposition of the gauge group,
will not survive in the physical low energy theory, a fact also familiar from [16].
Specifically, starting with a hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation of the gauge
group SU(Nc + Nf ), we were able to reach, by decoupling, a theory with gauge group
SU(Nc) and Nf hypermultiplets (with Nf < 2Nc−1) in the fundamental representation of
SU(Nc) of arbitrary masses. For certain special arrangements of the groups and couplings,
we could also achieve product gauge groups SU(N1)× · · · ×SU(Np) with hypermultiplets
in fundamental and bi-fundamental representations, such as those solved in [16].
It should be clear that the same decoupling techniques may be applied to the N = 2
super Yang-Mills theories with adjoint hypermultiplet for which we have derived curves
for general gauge groups in this paper. We shall leave a detailed discussion for a later
publication, and limit ourselves here to pointing out some interesting cases.
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(1) Decoupling of SO(2n) (resp. SO(2n + 1)) to a subgroup SU(p) with 1 < p < n,
minimally embedded into the maximal SU(n) subgroup of SO(2n) (resp. SO(2n+1))
should yield a theory with SU(p) gauge group and hypermultiplets in the fundamental
and rank 2 anti-symmetric reps of SU(p). *
(2) Decoupling of Sp(2n) to a subgroup SU(p) with 1 < p < n, minimally embedded
into the maximal SU(n) subgroup of Sp(2n) should yield a theory with SU(p) gauge
group and hypermultiplets in the fundamental and rank 2 symmetric reps of SU(p).
(3) Decoupling of E8, E7 or E6 to one of its exceptional subgroups (say E7 or E6) is ex-
pected to yield a theory with exceptional gauge group and one or more hypermultiplets
in the 56-dimensional rep of E7 and the 27-dimensional representation of E6.
(4) Decoupling of E8, E7 or E6 to one of its SO(p) subgroups is expected to yield a theory
with SO(p) gauge group and one or more hypermultiplets in fundamental and spinor
representations of SO(p).
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